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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is XAPI?
A. The internal messaging system within the Xen hypervisor.
B. A ReSTful API which is used by xl to communicate with the

Xen hypervisor.
C. A high level tool chain which provides advanced management
tools and interfaces for Xen.
D. An extension of libvirt which adds live migration of virtual
servers between arbitrary hypervisors.
E. The communication interface between a paravirtualized Linux
Kernel and the Xen hypervisor.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator created a rewrite policy to
add a custom footer for a NetScaler Gateway login page.
However, the administrator is NOT able to see the changes on
the login page.
Which step can the administrator perform next to see the
changes on the login page?
A. Restart the NetScaler
B. Disable the Rewrite and Responder feature
C. Edit the vpn/gateway_login_view.js file
D. Make changes to rc.netscaler
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The performance of an order-processing system can be measured
MOST reliably by monitoring:
A. application and database servers' CPU load.
B. input/request queue length.
C. turnaround time of completed transactions.
D. heartbeats between server systems.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
As a developer, you inherit this table as part of a project:
CREATE TABLE exam (
Exam_id INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
Examinee_id INTEGER UNSIGNED UNIQUE,
Score INTEGER UNSIGNED
)
What change should you make to ensure that examinee_id is an
integer value throughout the table?
A. A NOT NULL qualifier should be added to examinee_id.
B. A NOT NULL qualifier should be moved from exam-id to
examinee-id.
C. The examinee_id column should be designated as PRIMARY KEY.
D. The PRIMARY KEY should be dropped and re-created as PRIMARY
KEY (examinee-id, exam_id).
Answer: A
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